The world sold you a map to success, and you followed it—only to find that the world’s version of extraordinary is the trap of the ordinary. Your to-do list keeps growing, you haven’t been to the gym in weeks, and your family wants more time with you. You are doing your best, but you’re exhausted and unfulfilled. How did you get here, and where are you going?

Michael Dauphinee understands that you don’t need a map with a final destination; you need your own compass. In Extraordinary, Michael provides four points on a compass that help you discover and live out your God-given calling.

• **Identity:** Instead of telling yourself what not to be, embrace who you are and utilize your natural strengths.
• **Permission:** Don’t limit yourself. Share your ideas and pursue your aspirations without needing approval from others.
• **Courage:** Overcome your fear of failure and close the gap between wishing and doing.
• **Generosity:** Don’t tie your hope to your resilience. Anchor to something bigger than yourself.

It’s not too late to live an extraordinary life. Unleash the power of your true north, dream again, and live in the direction of you.

**Extraordinary**

The world sold you a map. What you need is a compass.

Michael Dauphinee
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The Gospels in the New Testament provide us with more than history—they help us encounter Jesus. This passionate daily devotional will bring you to the feet of your Savior in wonder and worship.

Inspired by The Passion Translation®, each devotion provides a daily Scripture from the Gospels, an encouraging reading, and a meaningful prayer that reveals the character of Jesus and His ever-present love—restoring the broken, befriending the sinner, teaching His followers, healing the sick, and unveiling His fiery heart.

The gospel is good news—extraordinary news! Embrace and share God’s love as you discover the life of Jesus.
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Sometimes you are full of love, joy, and peace. Kindness and goodness flow freely. You have faithfulness in the bag. What about patience, gentleness, and self-control?

The truth is none of these are easy to walk in consistently. It’s why we need gentle reminders every day. Sprinkled throughout this devotional is fresh perspective on timeless themes.

Spend time in God’s presence reflecting on his wonderful Word, and be filled with whatever fruit you need for your day – maybe you need a little of them all! The great thing about God is that his fruit buffet never runs out, and he loves it when you come back for more.
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Celebrate Christmas in Hope Valley

Christmas truly is the most wonderful time of the year. Whether it’s in the fictional town of Hope Valley in the early 1900s or in our lives today, nothing is more profound than celebrating God’s most important gift to the world.

That’s what When God Calls the Heart at Christmas is all about—a celebration of faith, family, friends, and the most meaningful Yuletide traditions.

Inspired by best-selling author Janette Oke and the Hallmark Channel original TV series When Calls the Heart, these twenty-five devotions not only explore “God-moments” from the series, but also commemorate favorite holiday recipes, stories, and traditions—many of them contributed by the Hearties, the beloved fans of the show.

Journey with us to Hope Valley as we focus on all the reasons for this most blessed season. As shepherds and angels learned on that holy night so long ago, when God calls the heart at Christmas, you can expect a celebration.

When God Calls the Heart at Christmas
Heartfelt Devotions from Hope Valley
Brian Bird & Michelle Cox
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Who wants Christmas just one day a year? Celebrate for forty days!

Do you find your attention consumed by the pressures of the Christmas season—capturing the perfect Christmas card photo, finding the perfect gift, serving the perfect meal, or creating the perfect experience for your family? It’s all too easy to lose sight of what is important.

With daily Scriptures, inspirational readings, and uplifting prayers, 40 Days of Christmas is a devotional designed to help you enjoy three of the traditional church calendar seasons. Prepare your heart during Advent, rejoice in His birth at Christmas, and reveal the light of Christ on Epiphany.

Focus on the richness of God’s presence during this period of fuss and feasting as you celebrate the glory of the Savior. Every good thing you associate with Christmas flows from God’s Spirit, and the Spirit of Christmas can remain with you and your family all year long.
Welcome to Crazy Town. Population: Every mom with kids in diapers.

As moms, we drive ourselves crazy striving for perfection. We try to prepare the healthiest meals, install the safest car seats, plan the best birthday parties, and still we lie awake at night wondering if we’re doing enough. The pressures can be overwhelming.

Thankfully, the Bible provides us with an encouraging framework for godly parenting. Cheers to the Diaper Years shares ten biblical truths that will help you
- find something great in every day,
- manage your time around what matters most,
- go from worrier to warrior,
- dump the mommy guilt,
- celebrate your unique awesomeness, and
- rely on God’s Word to guide your child to Christ.

Out of all the mothers in the world, God selected you to parent your child. You can survive the diaper years because you are more than enough in Christ. Cheers to the grace and goodness found in him!

About the Author
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You don’t need to quit your day job to serve God.

Do you find it difficult to work with joy? Do you have a hard time with coworkers? Is your identity wrapped up in your job?

Many Christian leaders struggle to bridge the gap between the sacred and the secular—particularly at work. Raymond Harris addressed this dilemma and found true success as one of the most prolific American architects.

*Business by Design* draws upon biblical principles and life experiences to help you

- avoid the swirl of busyness and develop an eternity-driven mind-set.
- exceed worldly standards and demonstrate generosity, compassion, forgiveness, and diligence.
- look beyond your own needs and use profits to promote God’s kingdom.
- let go of feeling you’re not doing enough for God and recognize your service to Him at work.

The teachings and example of Jesus can transform your professional life and make you more effective in the workplace. Join your faith and work, and discover your ultimate purpose.

Business by Design
Applying God’s Wisdom for True Success
Raymond Harris
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We live in a hyperconnected world, and yet we're more disconnected than ever. We spend more time scrolling through Instagram than we do talking with our families. We've never had more “friends,” but we have no one to meet for coffee.

Joe Battaglia understands that we are wired to have community, and that smartphones cannot meet our needs for love, acceptance, touch, and connection. In Unfriended, Battaglia uses research, personal insight, and biblical truths to help you:

• leave behind the anonymity of the Internet and get face-to-face with people.
• go beyond the “like” button and establish meaningful relationships.
• get out from behind your screen and enjoy God’s creation.
• avoid toxic social media debates and become a vehicle of change.

Unfriended will help you shake off your digital fatigue and get back to real-life, real-world relationships with real people.

Also by Joe Battaglia:

The Politically Incorrect Jesus
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Prayers & Promises for Busy Moms incorporates more than 70 themes that help you connect with your Creator in all the different areas of your life.

This beautifully designed book gives you easy access to God’s promises about faithfulness, trust, wisdom, worth, beauty, strength, and much more, with uplifting prayers and journaling space for deeper reflection.

By staying connected to God, and believing the promises of his Word, you can live a fulfilling, blessed life in close relationship with your heavenly Father.
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- Exquisite faux leather cover
- Heat stamped and debossed with foil
- Beautifully designed full color interior
- High quality interior paper
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**Encounter the Heart of God**

The Passion Translation® is a new, heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery heart of love, merging the emotion and life-changing truth of God’s Word.

God longs to have his Word expressed in every language in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. The goal of this translation is to trigger inside every reader an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you’re hungry for God and want to know him on a deeper level, The Passion Translation will help you encounter God’s heart and discover what he has for your life.

**Bible features include:**
- In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
- Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
- Traditional two-column format
- Premium Bible paper
- Rich, readable font
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Encounter the Heart of God

The Passion Translation® is a new, heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery heart of love, merging the emotion and life-changing truth of God’s Word.

God longs to have his Word expressed in every language in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. The goal of this translation is to trigger inside every reader an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you’re hungry for God and want to know him on a deeper level, The Passion Translation will help you encounter God’s heart and discover what he has for your life.

Bible features include:
- In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
- Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
- Traditional two-column format
- Premium Bible paper
- Rich, readable font
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Encounter the Heart of God

The Passion Translation® is a new, heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery heart of love, merging the emotion and life-changing truth of God’s Word.

God longs to have his Word expressed in every language in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. The goal of this translation is to trigger inside every reader an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you’re hungry for God and want to know him on a deeper level, The Passion Translation will help you encounter God’s heart and discover what he has for your life.
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Encounter the Heart of God

The Passion Translation® is a new, heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery heart of love, merging the emotion and life-changing truth of God’s Word.

God longs to have his Word expressed in every language in a way that unlocks the passion of his heart. The goal of this translation is to trigger inside every reader an overwhelming response to the truth of the Bible, unfolding the deep mysteries of the Scriptures in the love language of God.

If you’re hungry for God and want to know him on a deeper level, The Passion Translation will help you encounter God’s heart and discover what he has for your life.

Bible features include:
• In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
• Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
• Traditional two-column format
• Premium Bible paper
• Rich, readable font

The Passion Translation® is a new, heart-level Bible translation that expresses God’s fiery heart of love, merging the emotion and life-changing truth of God’s Word.

If you’re hungry for God and want to know him on a deeper level, The Passion Translation will help you encounter God’s heart and discover what he has for your life.

Bible features include:
• In-depth footnotes with insightful study notes, commentary, word studies, cross references, and alternate translations
• Extensive introductions and outlines for each book
• Traditional two-column format
• Premium Bible paper
• Rich, readable font

DR. BRIAN SIMMONS is known as a passionate lover of God and lead translator for The Passion Translation Bible. After a dramatic conversion to Christ, Brian knew that God was calling him to go to the unreached people of the world and present the gospel of God’s grace to all who would listen. With his wife Candice and their three children, he spent nearly eight years in the tropical rain forest of the Darien Province of Panama as a church planter, translator, and consultant. Brian was involved in the Paya-Kuna New Testament translation project and studied linguistics and Bible translation principles with New Tribes Mission. Brian and Candice now travel as Bible teachers and speakers.
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You are about to enter a vision-zone of heaven descending upon the earth unveiled before Isaiah, the first of the prophets, the prophet of Zion. The book of Isaiah is an enormous collection of prophecies described as “The Vision.” It is not simply a teaching or a historical record; it is the overarching vision of the heart of God revealed to His seer-prophet.

This vision spans the ages and touches every nation on earth, becoming a collective overview of all that God has planned. The prophecies are vast and their grand themes are unrivaled in all of Scripture. With panoramic insight, Isaiah preaches about the virgin birth of Christ, the Bride of Christ, and the New Jerusalem. These prophecies also present a description of the cataclysmic judgments, the survival of a holy remnant emerging in Zion, and the canopy of glory that is coming to earth.

The poetic message of Isaiah is one of victory, hope, comfort, and restoration of all things. Explore the vision of a man who saw the glory of God and spoke with burning lips, for true prophetic ministry flows from this "vision" until it grows into a burden.
Beautifully-designed soft touch matte lam cover, with special debossing and spot gloss.

Every emotion of our hearts is reflected in the Psalms with words that express our deepest and strongest feelings. Sighing is turned to singing and trouble into triumph.

The Psalms provide comfort and joy, leading us to the place where worship flows. When discouraged or downcast, we can take new strength from reading these uplifting poems. They charge our batteries and fill our sails. Their thunder stirs us, and sweet melodies move us into the sacred emotions of a heart on fire. Dark rain clouds of grief turn to bright rainbows of hope as we meditate on David's soul-subduing songs.

The Psalms are praises placed inside poetry that spill out of a fiery, passionate heart. They free us to become emotional, passionate, sincere worshippers, giving us an expression for faith and worship. The Passion Translation presents these 150 poetic masterpieces in modern English to convey the depth of our longing and fears, joys and celebration, becoming a mirror to the heart of God's people in our quest to experience God's presence.

**TPT: Psalms (2nd edition)  
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The book of Proverbs is packed with incredible secrets of wisdom that awaken our hearts! We can expect a download of heavenly insights into our destinies, relationships, careers, finances, and every other aspect of our lives.

Loaded with footnotes that clarify the sacred text, The Passion Translation unfolds the meaning of the proverbs written by King Solomon in a way that connects the heart of God to your life. The gift of wisdom from above is given by a generous Father who is ready to fill our hearts with all that we need to succeed in life and reign in Christ.

Solomon was supernaturally infused with God’s wisdom, and when God writes a book, it is more than meets the eye! A greater understanding awaits us as we read Proverbs: Wisdom from Above.
Breathtaking and beautiful, the sweetest song of all ages unveils the Shulamite journey in the form of an anointed allegory. It becomes a journey that not only describes the divine parable penned by Solomon, but also a journey that longing lovers of Jesus will find as their very own.

Love will always find a language to express itself. The inspired Song of Songs is a work of art. It is a melody sung from the heart of Jesus Christ for his longing bride. Its storyline is full of symbols and subtle art forms which, without interpretation, are often missed or overlooked. The Passion Translation expresses this storyline in a way that will help you encounter the heart of God in greater measure.

The Holy Spirit has hidden within the Song of Songs an amazing story—a story of how Jesus makes his bride beautiful and holy by casting out her fear with perfect love. This sent-from-heaven revelation is waiting to be received with all its intensity and power to unlock the deepest places of our hearts.
Your prayers in the throne room live forever.

The day will come when each of us will stand before God in His throne room. The book of Revelation specifically gives us stunning insight into what God’s glorious throne room is all about. Understanding prayer from within the throne room will change how you pray and live.

This wonderful devotional book will take you into the sea of glass to experience for yourself the beautiful throne of God. It is God’s invitation for you to become a prayer partner with Jesus and learn sacred secrets. He wants to fill your heart with heaven’s plans and use your voice as a magnet to pull His presence to the earth.

Expect your eyes to be opened and see into the spiritual realm. The kingdom of heaven is close enough to reach. Heaven’s door is open. Heaven’s grace is upon your life. Lift up your voice and watch how God changes you through *Throne Room Prayer*.
God is calling you to a new adventure.

Consider going on the adventure of your life—one of profound love, real joy, and many surprises along the way.

*Live Without Borders* is the true story of Linda Vannoy-Castillo, who chose to follow Jesus at age five and three years later began her fifty-plus-year journey as a short- and long-term missionary. Her story is an inspirational illustration of a life dedicated to saying yes to Jesus anytime, anywhere—through disappointments, death of a spouse, infertility, and cancer diagnoses.

In this book you will see Jesus at every turn and begin to understand that:
- guidance is always nearby.
- detours can be unplanned adventures.
- relationships hold us and mold us.
- your life has a purpose and a plan.

You are designed by God for something only you can do. Learn from your past, take charge of your present, and plan for your future.
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A teacher, pastor, missionary, storyteller, and adventurer, LINDA VANNAY-CASTILLO is passionate about glorifying God and helping people find purpose in Him. She's a San Francisco Bay Area native who enjoys sporting colorful hair and riding motorcycles. Linda currently serves as the director of ministry at Praying Pelican Missions. Learn more about Linda and her adventures at castilloadventures.com.
The gates of hell shall not prevail against the church.

Some Christians are intensely critical and even fearful of what the twenty-first-century church is becoming—citing its lack of holiness, compassion, biblical literacy, relevance to the world, and more. But when has the church not faced tribulation?

In *The Triumphant Church*, Tony Suárez invites you to journey with him as he examines the birth and growth of Jesus’ glorious church—full of flaws and imperfect people, yet beautifully and wonderfully made. Using the stories from Acts, Tony encourages you to:
- invest in the church instead of leaving it.
- prioritize unity amidst threats of division.
- trust God to fulfill his promises when facing doubt and fear.
- expect the best from God when you hear the worst from the world.
- rise up and make disciples.

We are trusted by God to carry out His mission of sharing the gospel to all nations. The noise in the news that says the church is in decline is simply not true. The body of Christ continues to grow and show that what God promises, He fulfills.

**The Triumphant Church**
*What Happens When Ordinary People Are Empowered by an Extraordinary God*

Tony Suarez
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The LORD is my strength and my shield; my heart trusts in him, and he helps me. Psalm 28:7 NIV

Men face challenges to their faith at work and at home. Daily Strength for Men offers a daily dose of wisdom for men who seek to draw strength from God’s Word.

Each devotional covers two days, offering flexibility and freedom to contemplate the message in depth. You will find
• a reading that applies to your life
• inspirational Bible verses from the Old Testament
• contextual Bible passages and related Scriptures
• questions for reflection and application, and
• an uplifting prayer.

Daily Strength for Men will equip you to walk faithfully with God—the source of your strength.
We know from Scripture that the unfading beauty of a gentle and quiet spirit is of great worth in God’s sight. But how do we find quiet in a busy world, and embrace this definition of beauty that is not at all popular?

This morning & evening devotional will encourage you to spend time with God at the beginning and end of each day, experiencing his peace and joy, and being refreshed in his presence. Let anxiety melt away and be filled with the confidence of knowing your Creator cherishes you because he made you.

Walk in the beauty and grace that God has purposed for you.
We know from Scripture that we should think about things that are lovely, good, and pure. But how do we find this in a world that seems to be unraveling at the seams?

This morning and evening devotional will encourage you to spend the beginning and end of your day with God, experiencing his goodness and being refreshed in his presence. From the time you wake up, until the time you fall into bed at night, let your mind dwell on all that is excellent, and give thanks to your Creator who has blessed you with so much.

Remember the greatness of God as you continually fix your eyes on his truth.
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Say goodbye to apprehension and hello to a life empowered by courage.

Women around the world choose to face life with courage every day. It's time to discover your God-given strength and kick your fears to the curb.

*She Is Strong and Courageous* will lead you on a 90-day transformational journey encountering courageous women of the Bible, throughout history, and in our world today. Start your day with a Scripture, devotional reading, call to action, and prayer that will help you know God personally, understand His Word clearly, and apply His truth powerfully.

You can tackle anything when you lean into your source of courage—Jesus Christ. It's time to greet each day with joy and determination and pursue your calling in faith and freedom.
Forgettable Jokes for Older Folks
Jokes You Wish You Could Remember about Things You Thought You’d Never Forget
Martha Bolton

Laugh all the way to your next birthday… and beyond!

We all age, despite some of our best efforts, but any day above ground is a good day. Why not have a little fun? From well-known comedy writer Martha Bolton comes a refreshing book of jokes for older folks. Topics for laughter include
- senior foibles,
- doctor visits,
- grandchildren antics,
- travel,
- technology troubles,
- the good ol’ days, and
- many more!

Laugh a little! Use this book to unwind, share it with your friends, and smile your way to a brighter outlook on life. After all, a few more laugh lines can’t hurt!
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Live your one life well.

We pretend to lead picture-perfect lives. We post filtered images of our families smiling on a sunny beach, our protein shakes accenting our pre-workout selfies, and our freshly baked cookies cooling in our spotless kitchens. But we sit at home scrolling through Instagram feeling empty, lonely, and lost.

After hundreds of honest conversations with women from around the world, Susan Sohn has come to understand the pressures twenty-first-century women feel to maintain glamorized portrayals of themselves. In True You, Susan shares insight from her interviews and personal experiences that encourage you to

- reject the lies that you’re not enough and learn to walk in truth.
- ignore the pressure to perform and know who you are in Christ.
- stop masking loneliness and connect with other women.

Once we allow ourselves to be seen, known, and loved—just as we are—we become free to be who God created us to be. Find the true you and lead a life of authenticity.
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